The Coffice Resort
In this new age of telecommuting and outsourcing, providing a shelter for the creative mind is
to create a desired space or niche as an alternative version of an“office” for business deals. Various
experts from different fields such as IT, journalism, marketing, PR, accountancy are not required to sit
in an office in order to produce what has been expected from them.
Mario Peshev
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About the Author
My name is Mario Peshev, I am a WordPress Consultant and Open Source advocate. I have
been working remotely for the past 6 years as well as regularly working from coffices. As a former lead
of the local freelance community I have given several talks on freelancing, telecommuting, remote
workers and teams, and flexible work hours. I am also the owner of a small agency called DevriX that
collaborates with employees/freelancers/contractors from all around the world. All of them working on
a flexible timetable and they are paid by the amount and quality of their work. To know more about me
and my business ventures go to me.peshev.net.
As a dedicated cofficer, I believe that most people working with a computer have creative
minds and should not be tied to a desk. Way too often work is measured by the amount of hours in the
office instead of the completed assignments and goals. Cofficers are smart experts, freelancers or
entrepreneurs who value their skills and creativity and use legal stimulants to produce content, code,
design, calculations or whatever is expected. Getting a comfortable seat in a professionally-arranged
place with good music to chill out to and a great view is a logical way to boost one's creativity and the
amount of quality work being done.
While some managers argue that telecommuting and flexible business hours are not for
everyone, self-discipline is dictated by one's own motivation and interest. Keeping non-motivated
employees locked in their offices all the time while being constantly supervised is not good for
business either. Setting them free and evaluating their accomplishments is way more valuable and sets
you in the right direction to move forward.
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What is a Coffice?
The word “coffice” is a combination between “coffee shop” and “office”. The extended
definition would be using a public place for working, spaces such as a coffee shop, a restaurant, a
bakery or any other public space where they serve people.
The idea of mixing a work place with another, non-formal environment isn't new at all.
Freelancers have been using home offices for years; mothers with newborns have been working from
home as well. The US real estate market has been actively promoting the Live Work Lofts that are
popular in other countries as well.
Additionally, some business managers prefer to have meetings in restaurants or bars instead of
offices. Picking a neutral and stress-free location helps reduce the tension during a discussion by
removing the need to follow office rules, codes of ethics; or the need to prove one’s authority by using
one's office for the meeting or as a means of leveraging. The theory of body language and NLP
demonstrates various examples of dominance (also known as DHV – Demonstration of Higher Value)
by using particular phrases or gestures, or sitting on a distinctively more comfortable and/or expensive
couch during a meeting etc.
Therefore, a coffice is a great place to work on your daily assignments, meet with clients, cowork with colleagues whenever possible, brainstorm ideas, or have a coffee break without having to
run to the nearest coffee shop. Some coffices have a great view of the nearest park or of the mountains
which can be an additional source of motivation or perk for the creative mind of the expert.
A “cofficer” is another popular word between “coffice” and an “officer” - it is used for people
who inhabit coffices and live by the “coffice” code which we will cover in this book.
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Picking the Right Spot
Having discussed the definition of a “coffice”, there are several steps to finding the best place
for your coffice work. None of them is really mandatory, but I would consider them all “good to have”
and I rate all coffices given the criteria list below.

Reachable
Being able to travel to your coffice a few times a week is important. Picking a great place in a
town nearby or at a “hard to get” destination would make it less appealing, take more time to visit and
generally reduce both your stamina and creativity the moment you reach to it. You also have to worry
about traffic, transportation and other aspects that would affect your work (similar to working in a
company with an inconvenient office). Pick a reachable destination – at a walking distance or close to a
bus stop. If you are a car person, consider a place with parking or a mall with several hours of free
parking time, not too far away and without too much traffic even during peak hours.

Comfortable
Since you're about to spend at least a few hours a week there, pick a comfortable place. This
includes sofas, chairs, tables, nice music, not too crowded, with the appropriate amount of light and a
properly set temperature of the air conditioner. If you plan to be a cofficer for more than just a few days
or weeks, think about your coffice over the year, especially if the weather conditions in your country go
from freezing cold in winter to boiling hot in summer – your coffice needs to be suitable all year long.

Wireless Internet
Most remote jobs require Internet access during the business day – checking emails,
collaborating with remote colleagues or just working online all day. Check the status of the Internet
availability and reliability in your coffice. Extra tip: there could be another open WiFi or two next to
your coffice that you could probably use (say, from a nearby office of a telecom or a bank) if you are
one of their clients as well.

Air Conditioning
If changes in the weather bother you, keep an eye on the air conditioning. Some coffices don't
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have air conditioners, others use fans, and sometimes coffices are in large buildings (malls or
warehouses) where air conditioning is controlled centrally for the entire building. See how it feels to
work for an hour and then decide whether you feel fine in that environment.

Good coffee
As being part of the groundbreaking idea of the coffice, having good coffee is one of the best
and most important benefits. Don't worry if you're not a coffee person – there are also teas or juices in
most coffices so try some of them out and set a habit. Soon the people working in your “coffice” will
be able to start fixing your favorite drink the moment you walk through the door.

Great view
Sometimes it doesn't matter to people but I prefer coffices with nice views. It helps take your
mind off work for a few minutes; especially when you feel blocked due to a period of intensive work. It
allows you to become refreshed and start over.

Enough space/tables
Working regularly and continuously from a coffice with only a few seats only can be disruptive
for the managers, personnel and clients. Being disrespectful to their businesses while taking care of
only yours, brings you bad karma.

Power sockets
Depending on how long you intend to stay in a coffice and what sort of equipment you have,
you probably need power sockets to charge your devices. It's one of the rarest things to find in coffices
(there are normally only a few, if any, and hidden behind sofas or at the bar) so study all the seats with
sockets nearby and try to use them wisely.

Nearby venues
Is your coffice near a bank, your favorite food place or a library? You could take advantage of
this by running some errands during breaks to all the other important or preferred places that are close
to your coffice.
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Preparing for Cofficing
Setting the right timing for cofficing is important, here there are several tips before you hit the
nearest coffice.

Location specifics
Time should be limited – especially if there are no power sockets in your coffice or if it's too
crowded at lunch, or the weather is rainy and everyone is coming in for a warm cup of tea. You should
plan ahead and try to predict most of these scenarios. This is quite helpful thing to keep in mind as it
reduces any distractions and/or unexpected situations.
Restroom breaks could be tricky. If you work alone and need to visit the restroom every hour,
then you need to see how this can be executed. If the restroom is outside of the coffice (like in a mall
building) then you'll need to pack up and leave with all your belongings, come back and get back in 10
minutes, then order another drink and look for another table. If there is a restroom in the coffice, then it
is not safe to leave your notebook and/or bag unattended for a few minutes as it could cost you a lot in
expensive material as well as intellectual damage. You could ask someone at the table next to yours to
keep an eye on your inventory for a few minutes but that is still risky. Don't ask the personnel working
at your “coffice” to look out for your bag or notebook as this is a great responsibility and they may
become busy helping other customers with new orders.
Plan wisely for meetings. The difference between office meetings and coffice meetings is the
normal duration of a work day in the same location. Office workers normally spend 8-9 hours at the
office while cofficers spend 2-5 hours a day due to the various limitations discussed before. Planning
for a 2-3 hours of work at the coffice and meeting with a client in-between could be distracting and
disruptive to your work, leaving you with an empty battery or ruining other plans you may have before
the end of the day. I usually plan for meetings before or after my coffice time and sometimes I even
pick a location next to the coffice (another coffee shop or a restaurant).

Inventory
Bring a 2/3 way plug or an adapter in your bag. When the sockets are limited this will allow for
several people to use the same power socket. It will also help your client or colleague to charge his/her
notebook at the same time or you could ask the person next table to use the adapter so that both of you
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can work independently.
Prepare an alternative Internet source. I tend to be overcautious when it comes to connectivity
(as it's crucial for my work) and I have a 3G USB stick, two mobile phone plans that allow for tethering
and a portable WiMAX router. I travel a lot and depending on the Internet access on-site and the cell
coverage, I use different devices to ensure that I'm always connected and available. You could stick to a
single backup plan only, as occasionally the Internet at the coffice might be down or overloaded and
you could care less if you have another option.
Buy an extra battery. Unless you have the latest MacBook Air with 12-hours of battery lifetime
or some other long lasting notebook, consider getting an extended battery or an extra pack while
traveling or staying at your coffice. Sometimes you might need to execute CPU-consuming tasks on
your notebook that would drain your battery quickly – keep this in mind when running back home due
to an unexpected power outage.
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Best Practices
Keeping in mind that the coffice is a shared space with random clients and other cofficers, you
should follow several simple rules to make both your stay and the stay of others as smooth as possible.
1. Buy a drink or two, maybe something more. If most clients buy a coffee and sit for 30-50
minutes and you plan to stay for 3 hours, it would make sense to give back to the coffice, buy
another coffee in an hour, a bottle of water, a doughnut or a sandwich.
2. Use headphones if you plan on playing audio/video. Playing a TV show at the coffice with the
notebook speakers on is annoying and disturbing, as well as disrespectful. If you plan to listen
to a podcast or watch a video, plug in your headphones and keep it to yourself.
3. Keep phone/Skype calls limited and quiet. Shouting at the phone or your notebook in front of
everyone is not something you would like to see from the person next table. Keep all calls short
and quiet, use a headset for Skype if necessary and leave the coffice for your call whenever
possible.
4. Save the bandwidth. If you're using the public Internet access, don't download or stream large
multimedia files as it would affect all the other Internet users as well.
5. Preserve the power sockets. Let your laptop run on its battery, keep the power sockets free for
cofficers in need. Also, don't try to charge all of your devices in all the sockets out there (like
plugging your laptop, iPod and phone in the three sockets on the wall).
6. Don't interrupt baristas (the coffee shop employees who prepare and serve coffee) when they
are busy. When the coffice is empty, baristas may be interested in chatting with someone for a
while, but let them do their work when you see people entering the shop or lining up.
7. Pick the proper table. Use a two-person table or a small couch instead of a large sofa if you plan
to work alone in a crowded coffee shop. Leave the coffice and grab a lunch or take a walk when
it's crowded, or visit another coffice to free a table for other clients in need.
8. Pay back – tip the staff when paying, fill in the feedback forms or help the baristas if and when
possible. Since you are technically “working” in the same place, be polite and respectful to your
colleagues.
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Respecting the Coffice
Have you ever read a post from the Zen Habits blog - http://zenhabits.net/archives/ ? The author
has been blogging for a while on showing gratitude towards what we have and what we don't
appreciate enough. He has been covering hundreds of examples advising readers to create a proper
mindset, keep their actions aligned with their body, do what they love to do, organize their day and
their desk properly.
While this is a great blog for everyone, it is especially valuable for cofficers as it's the next step
towards moving away from the old school office environment. You need to respect your coffice.
Picking the right coffice will give you the following:
•

a great place to hang out

•

new friends (coffice personnel or other cofficers)

•

a nice location/temperature over the year

•

a decent view

•

free Internet

•

great coffee (or other drinks), sandwiches, deserts

•

a motivational and creative work environment

Be respectful to the coffice, to other cofficers, clients and staff. Be polite and sharing, free your
table when the place is crowded, share your coffice with friends and colleagues, five-star it on online
sites. Remember that as long as their business runs fine, yours will too.
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Resources
Editorial Help
A special “thanks” goes to Linda for the editorial help with the book http://www.linkedin.com/pub/l-miguez/58/704/7b9

Dictionaries
•

Coffice definition at Urban Dictionary - http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?
term=coffice

•

Coffice definition at Wiktionary - http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/coffice

Coffice Articles
•

The WorkSnug Code of Conduct - http://www.scribd.com/doc/72148960/worksnug-code-ofconduct

•

Coffice' etiquette: How to behave when working from a cafe http://blog.nwjobs.com/careercenter/coffice_etiquette_how_to_behave_when_working_from_a
_cafe.html

•

'Coffice' Etiquette: How to Politely Work From a Coffee Shop http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/sam-title/coffice-coffee-shop-etiquette_b_3605501.html

•

How working in a cafe can caffeinate your business - http://news.yahoo.com/blogs/profitminded/working-cafe-caffeinate-business-205557267.html

•

Free Range Friday: Secrets of a coffee-loving freelancer http://www.enterprisenation.com/blog/free-range-friday-secrets-of-a-coffee-loving-freelancer/

•

The coffice – your local coffee shop office - http://www.hotelschool.co.za/2011/10/the-cofficeyour-local-coffee-shop-office/
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Telecommuting
•

Cisco generates annual savings of $277 million thanks to telecommuting http://newsroom.cisco.com/dlls/2009/prod_062609.html

•

Telecommuting by the Numbers: Gains, Losses, and Everything In Between http://www.flexjobs.com/blog/post/telecommuting-by-the-numbers-gains-losses-andeverything-in-between/

•

Telecommuting Benefits for Companies - http://www.telecommuting360.com/Benefits-forCompanies

•

Get More Done: 18 Tips for Telecommuters - http://www.inc.com/christina-desmarais/getmore-done-18-tips-for-telecommuters.html

•

How Telecommuting Works - http://home.howstuffworks.com/telecommuting.htm
5 Reasons Employers Should Implement Corporate Telecommuting Programs -

http://mobileoffice.about.com/od/getmobilized/tp/employer-benefits-of-telework.htm

Twitter Accounts
•

@TheCoffice Twitter account - https://twitter.com/thecoffice

•

Find a Coffice Twitter account - https://twitter.com/CofficeNearMe
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